PRIMER: PUMADEQ™ PRIMER 20 OR HENRY® GC PRIMER

PUMADEQ™ FLEX 31MV REINFORCED WITH PUMADEQ™ N-FLEECE

PROTECTION COURSE AS SPECIFIED PER WATERPROOFING ASSEMBLY (SEE NOTE #2)

790-11, 790-11EV, OR CM100 FIELD MEMBRANE (SEE NOTES #2 AND #3)

NOTES:
1. DETAIL SHOWS HENRY® 790-11, 790-11EV OR CM100 WITH HENRY® PUMADEQ™ FLEX 31MV FLASHING.
2. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TDS FOR FIELD MEMBRANE ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS.
3. PRIMER FOR 790-11/790-11EV NOT SHOW FOR CLARITY. RECOMMENDED HENRY® ADHESIVE/PRIMER FOR 790-11/790-11EV INCLUDE: 910-01 ASPHALT PRIMER OR 930-18 POLYMER MODIFIED ADHESIVE. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET TO CONFIRM VOC COMPLIANCE.
4. FOR LONG-TERM COLOUR STABILITY: REFER TO DETAIL PUMADEQ-SD2 FOR PUMADEQ™ SYSTEM WITH HENRY® DEQCOAT™ TOP COAT.
5. PREPARE AND PRIME SUBSTRATES A MINIMUM 50 mm BEYOND PUMADEQ™ SYSTEM APPLICATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH HENRY® PUMADEQ™ SYSTEM SUBSTRATE PREPARATION GUIDELINES.
6. REFER TO PUMADEQ™ SYSTEM TRANSITION DETAILS FOR PRODUCT SPECIFIC TRANSITION REQUIREMENTS.
7. SUBSTRATE SHOWN IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR AUTHORIZED SUBSTRATES.
8. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC GUIDE SPECIFICATION FOR RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION PROCEDURES.